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—■•that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
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GEORGE W. MYERSjPRINTER.
From tie Acadian Recorder. 
WHAT’S THISLIFE.
What’s this life? An airy vpour 
Fuming from an earthly Imp;
Scarcely can the glimm’ringaper 
Twinkle in the noxious daip.
What’s this life ? A shadovfleeting 
Swiftly o’er the verdant Jilin;
Rosy pleasure scarcely meetig, \
Till ’tis stung with thornyiain.
What’s this life? A floody ncr 
Rushing down a craggy step;
Flowing onward, stopping noer 
Till it reach the wat’ry dee.
What’s tliis life? A boisteroi ocean 
Where continual tempests lve;
Keeping all things in commopn,
Threatening death with evy wave.
What’s this life? A state of rial,
Sharp, but quickly passing [er;
Soon the sun, which gilds its Ial,
Will have darkened the lasfhour,
What’s this life? The bud o being,
Where the vital seeds take oot:
When the clod they burst, thn' free in 
Upper regions they will shut.
Man, though pent up in a cottage,
Never heeds his short’ning lease;
Childhood, manhood, seldom dotage 
Is the term of his decease.
May the grace to us be given 
(Seeing life is short and frail)
That by being sure of heaven,
Death with triumph we may hail. A, C.
MISSIONARY.
From the Episcopal Recorder.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS FROM MRS. HILL.
Athens, May 31, 1833.
* * * * Events of a most pleasing nature
have taken place within a lew days, which I am 
most anxious to communicate, as your letters in­
form me, fears were entertained by many that the 
government might interfere with our labors. How 
happy are we to-day that we neither watched the 
winds nor the clouds, nor allowed any future per- 
advenlure to keep us from doing our present duty.
Tor many weeks past have we had in Athens a 
constant succession of visitors of every nation, 
tongue, and language, of every rank, and many 
learned in all manner of learning. You will re­
joice to learn that the schools ot the Mission of I well known to him by the efforts he was making 
the U. S. Protestant Episcopal Church are consid-| for the instruction of the youth of Athens. They 
ered, even in Athens, objects of no secondary in- j immediately entered into the most friendly conver-
terest. We had heard much of the liberal views 
of the government with regard to schools; and se­
veral learned men who came with the Regency, 
and are to be connected with the department for 
instruction, had visited us. They passed the most 
flattering encomiums on our labors, and assured us 
the government would be highly gratified with the 
progress we had made. Still we felt anxious. We 
were under a new government, despotic in its form; 
we l^ere strangers, and it was difficult for any one 
to say with certainty how our efforts would be re­
garded. At length it was ascertained beyond a 
doubt, that the king and Regency would visit 
Athens, and preparation was made to give them
a proper reception. This joyful event took place more than 300 being present. Our visitors con
on the 23d inst. Athens had the honor of receiv­
ing the king, of Greece; the crown prince of Ba 
varia, his brother; the prince of Saxony, their un­
cle: the Regency, consisting of CQunt Armansberg, 
De Maurer, ITcydeck, and Abell, with many other 
persons of high distinction. We considered this 
as our time of trial, and the absorbing thought 
was what notice would be taken of us and our es­
tablishments. We occupied too prominent a place 
in the community not to fear that if not noticed, 
it would be little less than an omen of ill. The 
king arrived late on Tuesday evening. Our scho­
lars walked in the procession to the temple of 
Tbesus; they were arranged both inside and out, 
and presented a beautiful appearance: upwards of 
300 of them were present, and sung several hymns 
in Greek. We were then introduced to Messrs. 
De Maurer and Abell, members of the Regency, 
who had arrived early in the morning. They 
complimented us on the reputation of our schools, 
remarking that it was the chief desire of govern­
ment to have good ones established in every part 
of the country. The next day a gentleman of 
great respectability and learning, and a friend of 
ours with whom we had become intimate during 
the winter, called to request permission for the 
Countess of Armansberg to visit our schools. She 
tvas then waiting at the gate. I of course express­
ed myself most happy to be honored with her vi­
sit, and she walked in with three young ladies, her 
daughters. As they understood English, I could 
explain to them the situation and acquirements of 
those in each department. On taking leave, they 
expressed themselves much pleased. This family 
are Catholics, and the count the only one in the Re­
gency. In the evening our good friend called, 
and told us the visit of the countess was for inspec­
tion. She had heard much of the schools and was 
determined to judge from her own observations; 
had been very particular in her inquiries respect­
ing our conduct, whether we were popular with the 
people, what our views were respecting religion, 
&c. &c., alkwhich I am happy to say our friend was 
able to answer to her satisfaction. He also men­
tioned that much depended on the impression which 
was now left on the minds of the regents. He ob­
served also that the countess was very favorably 
impressed with regard to the schools, and it might 
be expected she would speak to his excellency the 
President, on the subject. On Saturday Mr. Hill 
had an interview with De Maurer, the member of 
the regency who is to have the direction of the de­
partment of education. This gentleman met Mr. 
Hill with marked respect, and told him he was
sation, which lasted an hour. The regent spoke 
of the utter want of means to establish schools, 
owing to the deficiency of teachers; spoke of fe­
male education, and said it was their determination 
to have at least one seminary in every district. Mr. 
Hill enquired where they were to get teachers: the 
reply was, “ From your schools certainly: they will 
be considered as model schools for Greece.” His 
excellency is a Protestant.
On Monday we were honored with a visit from 
Count Armansberg himself, in company with the 
countess and her daughters. This visit, as well as 
the first from the latter was altogether unexpect­
ed when made, but the schools were, in fine order,
| tinued more than two hours, and left us with very 
j flatteringmarks of approbation. This visit may be 
I considered the more extraordinary, as his excel- 
! lency’s stay was so very short in Athens, and as 
president of the Regency he has been fully occu­
pied.
When about to take leave he remarked, « I have 
heard much of this institution, and I came here 
with my expectations very highly raised, hut the 
reality has surpassed all I imagined. To have 
brought these to such a state as they are now in, , 
for Greece is miraculous. They would do credit 
to any city in Europe and I confess I have seen no­
thing like it in Germany.* * *The countess address­
ed herself, to my infant school teacher, Elizabeth 
of Crete, in the most affectionate manner, thank­
ed her for the interesting exhibition she had giv­
en her, and expressed a hope that she would contin­
ue to improve and prepare others for the same 
work.
The impression on the minds of our distin­
guished visitors does not apppar to be slight 
or fugitive. They made our schools the subject 
of their conversation wherever they went, and as 
there are many here, as well as in other commu­
nities, who watch the smile of the powers that be, 
we are met on all sides with congratulations, and 
from some too who have made the work, as well 
as those engaged in it, subjects of ridicule. * * * *
No one would doubt the success and efficacy of 
the Greek Mission who would w itness its operations, 
as many distinguished strangers have of late, and 
thought it a great privilege to do so. I told **** 
that my letter to you with the account of these ' 
pleasant days would be styled “the triumph of du­
ty,” for the simple means used to bring our work 
to its present state has been the endeavor to do our 
duty every day. If the government approves of 
our schools, and makes them the model schools 
for Greece, as has been intimated, and when it is 
remembered that in every department of these the 
word of God is read, and its truth explained by 
the missionaries of the Church, it will be difficult 
to limit their salutary influence. I hope the friends 
of this mission will now be more desirous than ever 
to increase their exertions for its support. Above 
all things we beseech them not to draw a line where 
our usefulness is to cease. If funds sufficient are 
received we hope to enter our new building (for 
the schools) about the first of September. If not,
I do not know what we shall do. The house which 
last year held our family and the schools, we have 
been obliged to give up entirely to the latter, be­
sides erecting a temporary building for the hoys 
in the court. But we can only retain the house 
fpr two months longer, and there is not one of any 
suitable size to be had, as the Court is expected 
to be here in the course of a few months: $‘50 a 
month is the lowest price asked. We hope that 
at least some of the donations to the Greek Mis­
sion may reach us before long, if not we shall be 
in a great strait. It will be considered that our 
numbers are nearly threefold what they were this 
time last year, and are increasing every day. Peo­
ple are flocking in here from all parts of Greece, 
and seek to place their children in our schools. * *
June 20th.—Elizabeth and I and my husband 
are all well,- and have as much work as we possibly
* In the course of the day he repeated this remark to seve­
ral persons, from whom I heard immediately, as you may sup­
pose—so many friends we have.
can do. I write inVttH UU * _ _____
dreds of young voices. * * * I am very happy, 
and though I have but my share of trials, I feel 
that he in whom I have put my trust will not suf­
fer me to he confounded.
From the Sunday School Journal 
TIIE MISSIONARY GUTZLAFF.
In the Oriental Christian Spectator for January 
the following notice of Mr. Gutzlafif, communicated by Mr. 
Bridgman, one of the American Missionaries in China, in a 
letter dated Macao, January 15th, 1832.—N. Y. Obs.
“ He is now about 28 years old—a Prussian sub­
ject—was born at Pyritz, near the mouth of Oder 
and a little east of it. His father is a tailor, and 
himself a silversmith by profession. For an ode, 
which he composed at the age of 16 or so, he ob­
tained the patronage of the king and was sent to 
Berlin. On application of Mr. Rhenius, a mis­
sionary in India, to his majesty the king of Prus­
sia, he was pleased to engage to support a mis­
sionary in his preparatory studies, and wrote with 
his own hand to young Gutzlafl’, who consented 
to engage in a course of preparatory study. But 
at the time when he joined the mission school, he 
had no hope, and his fellow students who were pi­
ous regarded him as impenitent. By their means 
he was led to serious inquiry, and at length, thro’ 
the grace of God, as he trusts, to the foot of the 
cross. After finishing his education, he engaged 
in the service of the Lord under the direction of 
the Netherland’s Missionary Society, and arrived 
nt Batavia about five years ago. He stayed awhile 
there, then went to Rheo, near Singapore—thence 
to Siam, where he continued till last June. Then 
he came to China—assumed the Chinese costume 
—made the voyage along the coast to Mauchau 
Tartary, beyond the great'wall—is now here, and 
expects ere long to embark for Japan.”
find
SCENES IN REAL LIFE.
MY MOTHER’S GOLD RING.
This is one of the most charming little books 
that we ever read. The preface informs us that 
its story was communicated to the writer, by a 
valued friend, as a fact, with the name of the prin­
cipal character. We know not to whom the cause 
of Temperance >s most indebted, Mr. J. 1. who 
related the story to the author, or Mr. L. M. S. 
who gave it bodily form, and clothing. It is the 
simple narrative of her sufferings, by an afflicted 
woman who had a sottish husband, but who, by 
her admonitions and the kindness of a friend and 
neighbor, was reclaimed from his dissolute course. 
It presents in a lively manner, the influence of the 
“Temperance Pledge” in the case of one indi­
vidual, and the consequences of its neglect in an­
other. “George,” the reformed husband, accom­
panied bv his wife and children, was on his way 
to jail for a debt contracted at the tippler’s rum 
shop. “Farmer Johnson,” who had been saved 
from intemperance by “the pledge,” meets them 
on the way, becomes responsible for the debt, and 
restores the whole family to their little cottage. 
“George,” melted into penitence by the kindness 
of his neighbor Johnson, resolves to become a tem­
perance man. The commencement of this refor­
mation is thus stated by the wife of “ George,” 
which explains the reason for the title given to 
the tract, “The Gold Ring.” And the reader is 
desired to notice, that “the Deacon’s store” nam­
ed, was the dram shop to which her husband had 
been decoyed. We here present the address of 
the wife to her husband, and his answers, in the 
language of the narrative, that our readers may 
have a specimen of its beauty.— Christian Watch­
man,
“Dear George,” said I, turning to my husband, 
“you used to pray; let us thank God for this great 
deliverance from evil." “Dear Jenny,” said he, 
“ I fear God will scarcely listen to my poor prayers,
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after all my offences; but I will try.” We closed 
the cottage door, and he prayed with so much hu­
mility of heart, and so much earnestness of teemig, 
that I felt almost sure that God’s grace would be 
lighted up in the bosom of this unhappy man, it 
sighs, and tears, and prayers, could win their way 
to heaven. He was very grave, and said little or 
nothing that night. The next morning, when 1 
woke up, I was surprised, as the sun had not ris­
en, to find that he had already gone down.—At 
first, I felt alarmed, as such a thing had become 
unusual with him of late years; but my anxious 
feelings were agreeably relieved, when the chil­
dren told me their father had been hoeing for an 
hour in the potatoe field, and was mending the gar­
den fence. With our scanty materials I got ready 
the best breakfast that I could, and he sat down to 
it with a good appetite, but said little; and now 
and then, I saw the tears starting into his eyes. 
1 had many fears that he would fall back into his 
former habits, whenever he should meet his old 
companions, or stop in again at the Deacon’s store. 
I was about urging him to move to another village. 
After breakfast, he took me aside, and asked me 
if I had not a gold ring. “ George,” said I, “ that 
ring was my mother’s: she took it from her finger, 
and gave it to me the day she died. I would not 
part with that ring, unless it weie to save life. 
Besides, if we are industrious and honest, we shall 
not be forsaken.” “ Dear Jenny,” said he, “ I know 
how you prize that gold ring: I never loved ydu 
more than when you wept over it, while you first 
told me the story of your mother’s death; it was 
just a month before we were married, the last Sab­
bath evening in May, Jenny, and we were walk­
ing by the river. I wish you would bring me that 
ring.” Memory hurried me back, in an instant, 
to the scene, the bank upon the river’s side, where 
we sat together, and agreed upon our wedding- 
day. I brought down the ring, and he asked me 
with such an earnestness of manner, to put it on 
the little finger, that I did so; not, however, with­
out a trembling hand and a misgiving heart. 
“ And now, Jenny,” said he, as he rose to go out, 
“pray that God will support me.” My mind was 
not in a happy state, for I felt some doubts of his 
intentions. Frqm a little hill, at the back of our 
cottage, we had a fair view of the Deacon’s store, 
I went up to the top of it; and, while I watched 
my husband’s steps, no one can tell how fervently 
I prayed God to guide them aright. I saw two 
of his old companions standing at the store door, 
with glasses in their hands; and as my husband 
came in front of the shop, I saw them beckon him 
in. It was a sad moment for me. “ O George,” 
said 1, though I knew he could not hear me, “go 
on; remember your poor wife and your starving 
children!” My heart sunk within me, when I saw 
him stop and turn towards the door. He shook 
hands with his old associates: they appeared to 
offer him their glasses: I saw him shake his head 
and pass on. “ Thank God, said I, and ran down 
the hill with a light step, snd seizing my baby at 
the cottage door, I literally covered it with kisses, 
and bathed it in tears of joy. About ten o’clock, 
Richard Lane, the Squire’s office-boy, brought in 
a piece of meat and some meal, saying my hus­
band sent word that lie could not be at home till 
night, as he was at work on the Squire’s barn ; Rich­
ard added, that the Squire had engaged him for 
two months. He came home early, and the chil­
dren ran down the hill to meet him. He was 
grave, but cheerful. “I have prayed for you, 
dear husband,” said I. “ And a merciful God has 
supported me, Jenny,” said he. It is not easy to 
measure degrees of happiness; hut, take it alto­
gether, thia, I think, was the happiest evening in 
my life. If there is great joy in heaven over a 
sinner that repenteth, there is no less joy in the 
heart of a faithful wife, over a husband that was 
lost, and is found. In this manner the two months 
went away. In addition to his common labor, he 
found time to cultivate the garden, and make and 
mend a variety of useful articles about the house. 
It was soon understood that my husband had re­
formed, and it was more generally believed, because 
be was a subject for the gibes and sneers of a large 
number of the Deacon s customers. My husband 
u&ed to say, let those laugh that are wise and win. 
He was an excellent workman, and business came
in from all quartes. He was soon able to repay 
neighbor Johnson and our families lived in the 
closest friendship vith each other. One evening, 
farmer Johnson sail to my husband, that he thought 
it would be well fir him to sign the temperance 
pledge; that he dil not advise, when he first be­
gan to leave off sprit, for he feared his strength 
might fail him. “3ut now,” said he, “you have 
continued five monhs without touching a drop, and 
it would be well fo the cause, that you should 
sign the pledge.” ‘Friend Johnson,” said my hus­
band, “ when a yea has gone safely by, I will sign 
the pledge. For fiv< months, instead of the pledge, 
I have in every trialand temptation—and a drink­
ing man knows welhhe force and meaning of these 
words—I have relid upon this gold ring to renew 
my strength, and rmind me of my duty to God, 
to my wife, to my clildren, and to society. When­
ever the struggle <f appetite has commenced, I 
have looked upon;his ring; I have remembered 
that it was given nth the last words and dying 
counsel of an excelent mother, to my wife who 
placed it there: an< under the blessing of Almigh­
ty God, it has proed thus far, the life-boat of a 
drowning man. Tie year soon passed away; and 
on the very day twJvemonth, on which I had put 
the ring upon my bsband’s finger, farmer John­
son brought over tie Temperance book. We all 
sat down to the tea-able together. After supper 
was done, little Roert climbed up and kissed his 
father, and turnings farmer Johnson, “Father,” 
said he, “has not sr.elt like old Isaac, the drunken 
fiddler, once, since we rode home in your yellow 
wagon.” The farner opened the book; my hus­
band signed the plelge of the society, with tears 
in his eyes, and gav me back—ten thousand times 
more precious th;n ever—my mother’s gold 
RING.
From the Penny Magazine.
A SABBATH IN TIIE WILDERNESS.
We were placedin our location, near the source 
of the Bavian’s Rivr, £ South Africa 3 on the 28th 
June; next day we were visited by Captain Har­
ding, the magistral of the District, and formally 
installed in our new possession. By the advice of 
this officer we resoved to place a nightly watch, 
to guard our camp trom any sudden attack that 
might be attempted by Caffer or Bushman marau­
ders; ana’ as Captain Harding considered our po­
sition to be a very exposed one, we agreed to con­
tinue, for the first season, in one body, and to erect 
our huts and cultivate our crops in one spot, for 
the sake of common security and mutual help.
The day following we made a complete tour of 
our united domain, to which we gave the Scottish 
name of Glen-Lynden—an appellation afterwards 
extended to the whole valley of “Bavian’s River.” 
We erected land-marks, to divide the allotments 
of the different families; and in our progress start­
ed a good deal of wild game, quaggas, hartabees- 
tes, Rietboks, oribis, and two wild hoars, one of 
which we killed; but we saw no beasts of prey, ex­
cept a solitary jackal.
The next day, July 2d, was our first Sunday on 
our own grounds. Feeling the high importance 
of strictly maintaining the suitable observance of 
this day of sacred rest, it was unanimously resolv­
ed that we should abstain from all secular employ­
ment not sanctioned by absolute necessity: and at 
the same time commence such a system of re­
ligious services as might be with propriety main­
tained in the absence of a clergyman or minister. 
The whole party was accordingly assembled after 
breakfast, under a venerable acacia tree, on the 
margin of the little stream which murmured plea­
santly beneath. The river appeared shaded here 
and there by the graceful willow of Babylon, which 
grows abundantly along the banks of the African 
streams, and which, with the other peculiar feature* 
of the scenery, vividly reminded us of the beau­
tiful lament of the Hebrew exiles: “ By the river* 
of Babylon there we sat, yea we wept when we re­
membered Zion. We hanged our harps upon the 
willows in the midst thereof.”
It was indeed an affecting sight to look rflund 
on our little band of Scottish exiles, thus congre­
gated for the first time to worship God in the wild 
glen allotted for their future home and the heri­
tage of their future offspring. There sat old——
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with his silvery locks, the patritrch of the party, 
with his Bible on his knee,—apktureof the grave 
high-principled Scottish husbanl; his respectable 
family seated around him. There was the widow
----- with her meek, kind and quetlook—like one
who had seen better days, but who in adversity 
had found pious resignation, wth her three stal-' 
wart sons and her young maidei daughter placed 1
beside her on the grass. There-vas Mr.------with
his two servant lads, the younger brother of a [ 
Scottish laird, rich in blood, bit poor in fortune, 
who, with an estimable pride, hsd preferred a farm 
in South Africa to a humiliatiig dependence on 
aristocratic connexions at home. There too, were 
others still more nearly related t» the writer of this 
little sketch—the nominal head of the party.—! 
Looking round on these collected groups, on this 
solemn day of assemblage, suchreflections as the 
following irresistibly crowded onhis mind: “ Have 
I collected from their native hones, and led forth 
to this remote corner of the ghbe, all these my 
friends and. conntrymen, for gool or for evil? to 
perish miserably, in the wilderntss, or to become 
the honored founders of a prosperous settlement, 
destined to extend the benefits »f civilization and 
the blessed light of the Gospel hrough this dark 
and desolate nook of benighted Africa? The is­
sue of our enterprise is known only to Him who 
ordereth all things well. “ Man proposes, but God 
disposes." But though the resilt of our scheme 
is in the womb of futurity, and dthough it seems 
probable that greater perils and privations await us 
than we had once calculated upin, there yet ap­
pears no cause to repent of the course we have 
taken, or to augur unfavorably o" the ultimate is­
sue. Thus far providence has prospered and pro­
tected usz We left not our native land (deeply 
andklearly loved by us) from wanton restlessness or 
mere love of change or without very sufficient and 
reasonable motives. Let us, therefore, go on calm­
ly and courageously, duly asking the blessing of 
God on all our proceedings; and thus, be the re­
sult what it may, we shall feel ourselves inlhe path 
of active duty.” With these anl similar reflec­
tions, we encouraged ourselves, aid proceeded to 
the religious services of the day.
Having selected one of the hymns of our nation­
al Church, all united in singing it to one of the old 
pathetic sacred melodies with which it is usually 
conjoined in the Sabbath worship of our native 
land. The day was bright and still, and the voice 
of praise rose with a sweet and touching solemni­
ty among those wild mountains, where the praise 
of the true God had never, in all human probabili­
ty, been sung before. The words of the hymn 
(composed by Logan) were appropriate to our sit­
uation and our feelings, and affected some of our 
congregation very sensibly:
« O God of Bethel! by whose hand thy people still are fed : 
Who through this weary pilgrimage hast all our fathers led; 
Through each perplexing path of life our wandering footsteps
guide:
Give us each day our daily bread, and raiment fit provide:
O! spread thy covering wings around till all our wanderings
cease:
And at our Father’s loved abode our souls arrive in peace.”
We then read some of the most suitable portions 
of the English liturgy; which we considered pre­
ferable to any extempore service that could be 
substituted on this occasion; and concluded with 
an excellent discourse from a volume of sermons, 
by a friend well known and much esteemed, the 
late Dr. Andrew Thomson, of Edinburgh.
We had a similar service in the afternoon: and 
agreed to maintain in this manner the worship of 
God in our little settlement, until it should please 
providence again to favor us with the regular dis­
pensation of our holy religion.
While we were singing our last psalm in the af­
ternoon, a roebuck antelope, which appeared to 
have wandered down the valley, without previous­
ly observing us, stood for a little while on the op­
posite side of the stream, gazing at us in innocent 
amazement, as if yet unacquainted with man, the 
great destroyer. On this day it was, of course, per­
mitted to depart unmolested.
On this and other occasions the scenery and pro­
ductions of the country reminded us in the most for­
cible manner of the striking imagery of the He­
brew Scriptures. The parched and thorny desert 
—-the rugged and stony mountains—the dry beds
of torrents—“the green pastures by the quiet is no intimation that the most obedient shall be 
waters —“the lions dens"—“the mountains of kept from all trial of their faith. This would be 
leopards”—“the roes and the young harts (antel- inconsistent with their highest ifiterests. Were 
opes) that feed among the lilies —the cony of the [all our wants supplied without the apparent neces- 
rocks; “the ostrich of the wilderness —“the sity of making frequent petitions for common fa- 
shadow of a great rock in a weary land: these vors, we should lose much of that discipline which 
and a thousand other objects, with the strikingly is necessary to bring us to full confidence in God. 
appropriate descriptions which accompany them, Who, that has not wanted money and at length re­
reminded us continually with a sense of their beau- ( ceived it in apparent answer to prayer, can know 
ty and aptitude, which we bad never fully felt.be- the pleasure of trust in resources above all that 
man controls?
But many of the class, whom we now address, 
may be of opinion, that much more than a bare 
maintenance in the world can be readily secured 
by the kind of effort which they are accustomed 
to make. But what is the object of that effort? 
Is it to promote the Redeemer’s kingdom upon 
earth? Then food and raiment, with a comforta­
ble dwelling, ought to content them—this is more 
than Christ had. If such is not their object, they 
are the enemies of God, and all their gains will 
but render their final destruction more terrible.
Can any of our readers, therefore, doubt the ex­
pediency of dedicating themselves unreservedly 
to God, calculating on a sufficient provision for 
their temporal wants, and what is of infinitely more 
importance the final salvation of their souls ? And 
if the matter be a plain one, will any of them hesi­
tate to act with the same decision as would be mani­
fested if the proposal in question had come from 
a worm like themselves? Dare we insult the ma­
jesty of Heaven by neglecting an offer from God, 
which would receive prompt attention coming from 
any other source? In that case one thing is indis­
putably certain; we neither believe in the exis­
tence or perfections of Jehovah, whatever may be 
our profession. From the very constitution of our 
being, we are always influenced by our firm con­
victions of truth. Let any proposal be made by a 
fellow man, that seems upon the whole advanta­
geous, and we certainly give heed to it. We should 
act in the same manner in relation to any divine 
promise, if faith assures us of the reality that it 
has been made by the Lord of heaven and earth. 
But we will not fatigue our readers with farther 
comments. May the grace of God save them 
from the neglect of his most precious promises.
fore. P.
It S L I O-I o u S.
From the Episcopal Recorder.
THE TRUE PROVISION FOR ALL OUR WANTS.
We suppose that many of our readers would 
deem it an essential favor, could we point them 
to a particular course of conduct, by which they 
might hereafter be sure that no material deficien­
cy in the supply of their common wants should 
ever occur. There are doubtless many instances 
among them of persons who fear, and that with 
some apparent reason, serious difficulty in procur­
ing a comfortable dwelling with sufficient supplies 
of food and raiment. Many, who appear to others 
in quite easy circumstances, are so embarrassed as 
to make it really doubtful how their affairs may 
stand a few months hence. Not a few of these in­
dividuals may be imagined even now, earnestly in­
quiring with themselves, how are we to live? How 
are our families to be clothed and fed? To per­
sons in these circumstances we deem it expedient 
to offer a suggestion, which we hope will be gene­
rally adopted. They will please read first, Matt, 
vi. 25, 33, “Therefore Isay unto you, take no 
thought for your life, what ye shall eat, and what 
ye shall drink; nor yet for your body what ye shall 
put on. Is not the life more than meat and the 
body than raiment? But seek ye first the king­
dom of God, and his righteousness; and all things 
shall be added unto you.” Let them now imagine 
that instead of this passage'they have presented 
them a note like the following, from a neighbor of 
boundless wealth and perfect integrity: “ The sub­
scriber knowing that you are dependent on your 
own exertions for support, and not provided with 
such employment as to place you above the reach
of want, offers you the permanent situation of------
in his establishment and promises you full support
for yourself and family, during life.”
Let the place here offered be such as you could
wish in all respects, both as to the kind of labor 
and the freedom of person. Would not this be 
thought as favorable a change of circumstances 
as you have any good reason to expect, especially 
if it thould be added that like provision, on like 
conditions, should be continued to any survivors 
of your family, after your death ? Consider, then, 
the requirement and promise made by our Saviour 
“ Seek first the kingdom of God,” i. e. make it your 
first and most urgent business to be admitted to 
the full benefits of the Christian religion, and then 
devote your life to the service of Gdd: seek “his 
righteousness,” i. e. look for salvation through the 
blood of Christ and his merits made your own by 
faith, and this accompanied by good works in im­
itation of him—do these things, and all the neces­
sary supports of this life “shall be added to you.” 
Such is the promise of him who cannot fail to 
keep his word for want of power. But possibly 
the reader may ask, shall we understand this pas­
sage literally, or as merely expressive of the gene­
ral kindness of God’s providence for his children, 
that providence nevertheless being such as to leave 
many apparent, doubtless many real Christians in 
deep want? From the connexion in which this 
promise was uttered, we must interpret it literally, 
with only this qualification, that while men devote 
many of their first mature years to the world, they 
cannot expect to find themselves at once as favor­
ably situated as they might have been in conse­
quence of previous years devoted to the service of 
God. Nor can we adduce arguments against the 
present views from the circumstance, that numbers 
who give good evidence of sincere piety are often 
in trying circumstances. In the first place, their 
compliance with the exhortations to which this pro-
sinners against your own souls, you will transgress 
with your eyes open to the danger, your crime will 
mise is appended, is but partial, and of course the J be without excuse, and your punishment without 
benefit not entire; and in the second place, there remedy!”—Churchman.
ICE HUNTERS.
Some weeks ago, we recorded the title of A 
Warning to Ice Hunters, a sermon on the profanation 
of the Sabbath, preached at Trinity Newfound­
land, previous to the departure of the vessels en­
gaged in the seal-fishery, by the Rev. Mr. Bullock, 
and at the same time bore out testimony to its plain­
ness and faithfulness. A melancholy interest has 
been added to that sermon by the intelligence just 
received, that “this has been a most disastrous 
season among the fishermen belonging to New- 
Foundland, about there hundred of them having 
been lost, with their vessels, (about 35) in fishing 
for seal among the floating ice in the spring. It is 
supposed they were all lost in a violent gale in the 
spring, which destroyed the vessels among the ice.” 
With what thankfulnes to God, for the grace which 
enabled him to raise his voice of warning in due 
season, must the eye of the pastor of those men 
now rest on the concluding expostulations of his 
sermon, the last they were ever to hear from the 
ambassador of God.
“And now, my brethren, Ibid you farewell. 
You are about to embark upon an enterprise of 
some danger—an enterprise that will lead you far 
from your best friends, and from the courts of the 
Lord’s house; but you will be present with us in 
our prayers to heaven for your protection, for your 
success, and above all, that you may be kept “ un­
spottedfrom the world.” Let us not, however, sep­
arate without a distinct understanding: I can make 
no compromise with crime; I can speak no peace 
to the violators of God’s law; I can wish no suc­
cess to the hand that is about to do evil. It is 
against a sore evil that I have now set myself to 
speak: I have entreated you as a friend, I have ad­
monished you as a pastor; then hear the conclu­
sion of the w’hole matter: if you continue to be
For the Gambier Observer.
CHRISTIAN REFLECTIONS.
Dr. Raffles of Liverpool (Eng.) in one of his 
letters written during a tour through some parts 1 re
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not on its contents, but on the atheism of J-^de- 
rot and other authors, officiously loaned me by my
French instructor, and which I had perused and 
turned weeks before, it was strangely impressed 
my mind that I had better turn atheist, it 1
of the continent in the summer of 1817, thus al- j cou]jj for the sake of consistency; for he is con­
sistent, thought I, with himself, who, never wor­
shipping God, also denies his existence; but for 
mfi there is no such honor. I acknowledge his
ludes to the Battle of Waterloo
“The field of Waterloo is now rich in waving
corn, ripening for the sickle of the husbandman. 
What a scene it must have been when death was 
the reaper, and gathered in his thousands of sheaves 
to the garner of the grave! And what a scene it 
will be again, when the trump of the archangel 
shall awake the sleepers that repose beneath, its 
clods, and the mighty armies, that day annihila­
ted, shall start up to life upon the plain on which 
they fell! 1 never heard a sermon so impressive
as the silence that reigned around me on the field 
of Waterloo. I could not but connect their ever­
lasting destinies, with the thousands ol the dead 
upon whose dust I stood. The eternity that seem­
ed to open there upon my view, peopled with the 
spirits of the slain, was an awful scene, llie bit­
terness of dying on the field of battle the. wid­
ow’s cries—the orphans tears—the agonies ol 
surviving friendship—were all forgotten; I only 
saw the immortal soul hurried unprepared, and, 
perhaps, blaspheming, into the presence of its 
God 1 I shuddered at the contemplation, and felt 
how deadly a scourge, how bitter a curse, is war !
INTERESTING CASE OF CONVERSION.
'flic Editor of the Pittsburg Friciltt gives the following pas­
sage from a late work of the Rev. Dr. Cox, of New York, as 
nu instance of the influence of the Divine Spirit in drawing 
the inind of a sinner to serious reflection and decision. Al­
luding to the effects of some pious conversation and preaching 
lie had heard, the author writes thus:
“ I became uneasy and troubled in spirit. I 
knew not the cause, nor even the nature of my un­
happiness. Sinners under the special influence 
of the Spirit of God, a revival of religion, I had 
never seen. I knew not that any creature had 
ever felt as I felt, or that there was any excel­
lence of nature or promise in such agitation. So 
pungent was the misery, so undefined and unap­
preciated the influence, that I was not even aware 
of its connexion with religion. Consequently I 
tried every means in my power to dissipate it. I 
went into company, freqnented parties, invented 
sports, commenced the study of the French lan­
guage with an accomplished French gentleman, 
whose manners and society pleased me, but whose 
principles of fatalism, and whose habits of profli­
gacy, shocked me; for to these things I had not 
been habituated. Finding at last that every effort 
was in vain, and every resource insipid, I resolved 
to study more diligently, to try to excel in my 
profession, and to pursue this, to the exclusion of 
every thing else, as my supreme good, being then 
occupied in the office of a respectable counsellor, 
as a student of law. Hence I studied laborious­
ly, and with a kind of phrensied determination. 
1 separated from associates, and tried to wear the 
vizor of misanthropy, that I might keep all intru­
ders at a distance. Here a new misery disturbed 
me. I could not keep my mind, as formerly, on the 
topics and paragraphs of the law book! Not even 
the style of Blackstone, of which I had always 
been enamored, could retain my strangely discur­
sive thoughts. I felt a kind of romantic curiosity 
to study the Scriptures, and made it a virtue to 
deny myself the pleasure. It appeared a ran­
dom, unprofitable longing of the mind, that re­
quired, as it received, a resolute coercion. / will 
study, was my half angry motto, and so I did, la­
boriously, and to no purpose. I went over a page, 
perhaps ten times, and could not retain one line 
or thought of it. The book appeared like “vani­
ty,’ ’and the study like “vexation of spirit;” still I 
persevered; grew daily more wretched; and felt 
that I had no friend in the world to whom I could 
unbosom my sorrows and disburden my soul! 
A las! that “ friend that sticketh closer than a bro­
ther,” that “laid down his life for his friends,” and 
who invites the “weary and heavy .laden,” and 
promises that they “shall find rest to their souls;” 
who invites us to “cast all our care upon him, 
knowing that he careth for us;” that unequalled 
friend I little knew, and had never proved! One 
day, while vacantly meditating over a law book,
e there is no such 
being, and live as if I had ascertained the contra- 
ry! I was much agitated, but broke the somnium 
with my motto, I will study, thus passed away 
Jays for many weeks; till once, my attention was 
suddenly fixed and charmed with the volume. I 
felt relief, such as had been long unknown. My 
two diverse objects were unexpectedly blended! 
the desire to investigate scripture and the resolve 
to study seemed to meet at once, and be strangely 
reconciled.
This unexpected pleasure was produced by the 
occurrence of a scriptural quotation from Mat­
thew, v. 25. “ Agree with thine adversary quick­
ly, whilst thou art in the way with him.” It was 
in the third volume of Blackstone, chapter 20, 
page 298, on pleading. The topic respected pre­
liminary measures with the parties with a view to 
produce a reconciliation and prevent a law-suit. 
The usage, in the opinion of that accomplished 
jurist, was founded on the above passage of the 
gospel; which he seemed to commend and revere. 
His remarks appeared excellent, and applicable to 
those who have a controversy to settle with God. So 
I applied them, and thought, O that mine could 
be settled in the way before it comes to bar! In 
other places, also, my author, I remember, had 
not unfrequentlv quoted the sayings of Scripture, 
particularly the’writings of Moses, with reverence 
for the sacred volume, and an implied panegyric 
on the Jewish lawgiver. I quickly reverted to seve­
ral instances, and compared them. Here I felt, 
unknown before, the impression which atheistical 
writers had already made on my mind. Moses 
seemed a mean deluded Jew; and I was astound­
ed that such a writer as Blackstone should so com­
pliment his law kno.wledge, and admit his inspira­
tion. Reflection, however, corrected the revery; 
and conscience whispered you are the weak, mean, 
ignorant, deluded, brutish, sinful one ! My enjoy­
ment, notwithstanding, was great. I was arrested, 
entertained, absorbed. From an ocean of agita­
ting storms and incumbent night, I had suddenly 
found tranquil mornings, open day, a hospitable 
welcome, and a palatable repast.
I was delightfully engrossed! and finding that 
to proceed with regular study was to lose the at­
tractive objects, was to launch out again into the 
inclement element, and that the margin of the page 
on which my eye then rested, referred me to the 
chapter and verse of the Pentateuch, where I 
might also study other words of that ancient law­
yer at large, I arose with alacrity, (being then 
alone in the office,) and went to that corner of 
the library where our learned preceptor kept his 
very valuable volumes of theology. There I found 
a Bible, and hastily snatching it, I was soon fixed 
in the perusal of the connexion to which I was 
referred. Thus a quotation in a law book was, in 
providence, associated with my first or best con­
victions in religion; it brought me to read the 
Scriptures, and was a link in that chain of causes 
that ultimately bound me in a relation not (I trust) 
to be dissolved, to the salvation that is in Jesus 
Christ. “Whoso is wise, and will observe these 
things, even they shall understand the loving kind­
ness of the Lord.”
As for myself, I have seen and do find so much 
worth in truth, which is to be bought at any rate, 
and sold at none; and so much transcendant ex­
cellency and amiableness in Christ, that not only 
with cheerfulness and confidence I lay down my 
life for Him and his truth, committing my soul to 
him to be kept in hope of a joyful resurrection of 
the body; but also bless Him that gave me a life 
to lose, and a body to lay down for him. And al­
though the market and price of truth may appear 
to many very high, yet I reckon it low: and all 
that I have, or can do, little and too little for him 
who gave himself for me and to me.—Rev. Alex­
ander Robertson, A Scottish Martyr,
From thi Sunday School Journal.
HOW TO MAFE THE MOST OF A DAY.
Ma. Editor,—This is an age of activity, and Christian* 
should be careful not t> let their industry run into confusion, 
or lead them into the neglect of those retired duties which 
they owe to themselves. Again, it is with many an age of in- 
dolence and waste. I mean in religious duties. The obliga­
tions of the church aretbe obligations of individuals, andons 
may not be idle becausi many others are diligent. Let us all, 
to whichever of these casses we belong, oi to any other-read 
soberly and with persoial application the subjoined hints.
To make the most of a day we must,
First, Rise early.and begin it with God. Time 
waits upon each of us when we awake, and says, 
What wilt thou ha/e me to do to-day? Our an­
swer to this inquir; is of no trivial iniportance.
Secondly, We nust have a plan, general and 
subordinate. The great moralist, Johnson, re­
marks, “I believeit is best to throw life into a me­
thod, that every hour may bring its employment, 
and every employment have its hour. If every 
thing be kept in acertain place, when any thing is 
worn out or consumed, the vacuity which it leaves 
will show what is vanting; so if every part of time 
has its appropriate duty, the hour will call into re- 
membrance its engagement.”
Thirdly, We nust undertake no more than we 
can reasonably e<pect to perform, and do one 
thing at a time.
Fourthly, Whilst we should avoid voluntary hin- 
derances: if interuptions occur, instead of wast­
ing our time in fruitless regret, we should endea­
vor to improve passing circumstances. We must 
not be discouraged by the occasional derangement 
of our scheme. The counsel of Seneca, “After 
a bad crop you should immediately begin to sow,” 
is of universal application.
Fifthly, We must carefully gather up fragments. 
Boyle has a passage in his discourse on occasional 
meditation, the introduction of which cannot here 
be deemed irrelevant. “Betwixt the more ear­
nest emyloymencs and important occurrences of 
life, there are several intervals which, though in 
one day they may be inconsiderable, yet, in the 
whole time of a man’s life, they amount to a great 
deal of it. These uncertain intervals are often lost; 
either as not valued by most people, or neglected, 
though not despised, by good men, for want of 
skill to make use of them. But though the par­
ticles of sand and ashes be very small, and easi­
ly scattered and blown away, yet a skilful artist will 
turn them into glass, by the use of which we may 
discern our own blemishes, and celestial objects, 
and by the sunbeams kindle disposed materials; 
so when these small portions of time which, with­
out care, would be lost, are skilfully employed by 
one that is able to contemplate and improve bv the 
celestial light of devotion, they may afford us look­
ing glasses to dress our souls by, perspectives to 
admire heavenly wonders, and motives to inflame 
our hearts with charity and zeal. And as gold­
smiths and refiners preserve the very sweepings of 
their shops to save the filings of gold and silver 
which may fall amongst them, so a Christian ought 
to be very careful of those small portions of time 
which are more precious than metals.”
Sixthly, We should aim at strict punctuality in 
engagements. An unpunctual person not only 
wastes his own time, but intrudes upon and absorbs 
that of another, which may be still more valuable.
Seventhly, We must guard against a spirit of pro­
crastination. The sacrifices under the law were 
offered, “as the duty of every day required; and 
these are behests from high authority, “Son! go 
work to-day in my vineyard:” “Whatsoever thy 
hand findeth to do, do it with thy might.” We must 
also be watchful over ourselves, lest a hab:t of un­
profitable anxiety, as to the future, rob us of our 
time. Many are consumed in wild and groundless 
anticipations of evil whilst we are enjoined to take 
no thought for the morrow.
Eighthly, We must beware of the snare of fin­
ishing. How frequently does the completion of 
any little pursuit in which we may be engaged, in­
trude on those moments dedicated to devotional 
purposes. A letter is perhaps, almost written; a 
jeio pages will bring the volume we are reading to 
a close; and, where females are concerned, temp­
tations will arise in the use of the needle wfiich 
they will easily understand. What we have ih 
land is accomplished, but time, allotted to a para’
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mount duty, is with the years beyond the flood.
Ninthly, To recall at night the transactions of 
the day, and endeavor to make the following, if we 
are spared to see it, a practical comment on the 
past would be highly advantageous. To inquire, 
What has the day done for me? Has it set me 
nearer heaven? Has it brought an increase of 
knowledge and virtue; has it been devoted to the 
service of God and man; or, has it been spent 
in sloth, sensuality, or self-pleasing ? Such inves­
tigations would tend to humility, circumspection, 
dependence, and prayer, and assist us to correct 
what is amiss in our characters and conduct.
To conclude: should our active powers be sus­
pended, and a season of languor and sickness in­
tervene, there are still duties to be performed.— 
Days of affliction are not idle days. ‘‘They who 
sow in tears shall reap in joy.” “He who goeth 
forth weeping, bearing” the “precious seeds” of 
faith, patience, prayer, submission, penitence, and 
hope, shall doubtless come again rejoicing, bring­
ing his sheaves with him; all who have diligently 
improved the talents committed to them, shall 
serve God when “timeshall be no longer," without 
imperfection, without weariness, without end.
DR. BRAY.
“Dr. Bray’s Charity” was established in 1693. 
It now goes by the name of “Dr. Bray’s Asso­
ciates.” The design was to afford collateral aid 
in the spread of the gospel, by providing poor 
ministers at home and abroad with suitable libraries, 
as well as for the benefit of adult negroes. By 
this institution provincial and parochial libraries 
were formed in all the provinces, for the mission­
aries of the Episcopal church; some provision was 
made for the religious instruction of the negroes, 
and it was proposed to assist the poor and pious 
emigrants in removing from England to this coun­
try. Dr. Thomas Bray, minister of St. Botolph, 
(Aldgate, London,) died February 15, 1780, aged 
73, one of the most benevolent men of the age.— 
He had been constrained to leave the university 
of Oxford because the scantiness of his means 
rendered him unable to bear the expense, and en­
tered the sacred office. But in every place he was 
industrious and prompt.. The Bishop of London 
selected him as his commissary to regulate the af­
fairs of the church in the province of Maryland. 
He found that only the poorer clergy were likely 
to emigrate and settle here, and would be incapa­
ble of supplying themselves with the necessary 
books for mental improvement. This set him up­
on the project of obtaining parochial libraries for 
the missionaries. Applying to the bishop and 
others, he was successful in raising a consid­
erable sum. Parliament,in the 7th of Queen Anne, 
gave then, a charter. The legislatures of several 
provinces contributed, and passed acts to secure 
the preservation of the books. To give more per­
fection to his plan, he succeeded also in raising li­
braries in several seaports, as Gravesend, Deal, and 
Plymouth, where the missionaries might be detain­
ed in their removal. In 1G96, he published a tract 
entitled, “Apostolic Charity,” to which was pre­
fixed a general view of the American colonies, to 
show what provisions they needed for the further 
propagation of Christianity. In 1597, he petitioned 
parliament for an appropriation of alienated lands, 
to augment the religious privileges of the Planta­
tions. Failing in this, he made a voyage to Hol­
land, to secure the same object, by obtaining from 
the king a grant of certain arrears of taxes due to 
the crown. In this he was successful. He next 
drew yp a plan of a society to be established by 
charter, for Propagating the Faith, which ended 
in the formation and endowment, a few years after, 
of “the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
in Foreign Parts.” In 1699 he made a voyage to 
Maryland, to advance the interests of the church, 
though dissuaded by his friends, on account of the 
expense to which he subjected himself, and two 
valuable preferments at home were offered him.— 
He even disposed of his own effects to raise the 
funds required for his undertaking. When £ 100 
were presented to him in Maryland, he threw them 
in towards meeting the expenses of the libraries
and church; also a bill of £300 given him for his 
own private use by Lord Weymouth, was mostly 
devoted to his public undertakings. Pressing upon
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the public attention the distant colonies, in 1701, 
he published a “ memorial” representing the pre­
sent state of religion on the continent of North 
America. Conversation and influence with the 
private secretary of King William, obtained a sum 
to be applied to the conversion of the negroes 
in the British plantations, and to this object the 
secretary, (Mr. Dallone,) on his death, 1723, left 
an estate of £900. This gave to Dr. Bray and his 
associates an early direction to the neglected Af­
ricans, whom they continued to aid for many years 
by schools, books and missions. To excite and 
guide the clergy whom he superintend, he publish­
ed in 1701 his “Circular letters to the Clergy of 
Maryland,” and in 1726 his “Directorium Mis- 
sionarium,” with other tracts bearing on the pasto­
ral work. He urged the plan, that the civilizing 
of the Indians must be made to precede any suc­
cessful attempt at their conversion. To give ele­
vation and energy to the missionary character, he 
reprinted the life of Bernard Gilpin and “The Ec­
clesiastes” of Erasmus.
But his charitable endeavors reached other ob­
jects of benevolence. To alleviate the sufferers 
in the White-chapel prison, he raised a collection, 
extended also aid to other prisoners; employed 
missionaries in preaching to them, diffused such 
information as to the state of the gaols as obtain­
ed, at length, from the House of Commons, an or­
der for an official inspection. Indeed most of the 
charitable and religious societies about London in 
the early part of the 18th century, were in a great 
measure formed on the plans he projected. His 
“memoirs” were printed (by Rivington, London) 
in 1808. Dr. Bray’s Association still exists in Lond. 
In 1814, their Depository was kept by Mr. Bird, 
(Ave Maria lane,) Rev. Mr. Parker, secretary.— 
They maintained sixteen libraries in the Arch­
bishopric of York,andforty-fiveinthatof Canter­
bury.—Pittsburgh Friend.
A WELL IMPROVED DREAM.
Shortly preceding the death of an aged Profes­
sor of the Reformed Dutch Church, he imagin­
ed in his sleep that he was on the point of starting 
on a journey. But, just as he was setting off, he 
was perplexed to find that he was not /prepared;— 
his portmanteau not in readiness. Awaking in dis­
tress, he was led by an easy transition to consider 
that he was indeed about to take a long journey. 
He had more than exceeded his threescore years 
and teu—his remnant of time was short—and na­
ture itself admonished him he must soon depart 
for eternity. And was he prepared? Or was he 
situated as he had conceived in his dream? In 
solemn review he eagerly called up the past. What 
had been his life? Had his goodness been such 
that he might venture to appear with it at the bar 
of God. From his early youth he had been a mem­
ber of the visible Church of Christ; he had long 
and frequently served as an officer in the consis­
tory, he had liberally supported the Gospel; and 
he had delighted to make his house the minister’s 
welcome home. He had likewise been the kind 
husband,affectionate father, humane master—obli­
ging neighbor—and the upright citizen. The in­
quiry then pressed itself, was he ready for a 
journey into eternity? Could he pass through 
the Jordan of death dry-shod? Or would he 
sink in the swelling waves and be hurried into 
the sea of death, that has neither bottom nor shore ? 
To his amazement, he found himself unsustain­
ed. He shuddered at the thought of pleading 
his goodness before the bar of the holy and just 
God. For the first time he perceived what he had 
often read and heard—“by the deeds of the law, 
there shall no flesh be justified.’’ So apprised, it 
may readily be concluded, his agony was inexpres­
sible. What should he do? Where could he go? 
He felt in his inmost soul, that he was a poor, mis­
erable, and hell-deserving sinner. Thus enlight­
ened to behold his wretchedness, it pleased the 
Lord to direct him for refuge and sufficiency to 
the atoning blood of that lamb of God whose name 
he had long professed. With avidity and delight, 
on the righteousness of his Saviour—he firmly fix­
ed his fondest hope of immortal felicity. Enrap­
tured, as one that, dreams of unearthly joy, he re­
lated to his friends the exercises of his mind. And 
as he had been wont before them to make mention
of his own goodness, like a hosting Pharisee, now 
his theme was redemption by the blood of the cru­
cified Jesus. Not that he denounced the neces­
sity of personal holiness and of the fruits of grace 
—but that he was opposed to the filthy rags of phar- 
iseeism, and maintained the righteousness of Christ 
to be the only foundation of safety. With this, 
sanctification will always be associated, without it, 
the sham-appearance, at best, can only be exhibit­
ed. Having been brought in this uncommon manner 
to discover what was requiste for his journey to the 
invisible world; he departed hence, as well he might, 
with triumphant joy—testifying to his friends, chil­
dren and servants the indispensable necesity of be­
ing interested by a justifying faith in the Redeem­
er’s meritorious blood-------- Christian reader, pro­
fessor of the Gospel—how is it with you? Are 
you ready for a journey to eternity? Dare you 
ask the question and make the examination, If 
on a solid foundation you cannot be too well assur­
ed of your thrice happy condition; if sand be your 
bottom, you cannot, too speedily abandon it. What, 
then, is your ground of confidence? Do you re­
ally trust in the righteousness of Christ? Or is 
this of no account? And is your highest hope 
the result of what you esteem your goodness? 
Take heed. It is said, the point of justification 
by Christ’s righteousness is the very article on 
which the church stands or falls—nothing more 
positively certain than that it is the only medium 
of pardon—“The just shall live by faith.”—Chris­
tian Intelligencer. N. D. M.
From the New York Observer.
DR. CHALMERS AND ESTABLISHMENTS.
The Doctor’s aspect to the eye, if he were sup­
posed to stand for a painter, is all that I could ima­
gine properly belongs to the sternest and most un­
bending of the Scottish character. His person 
is manly, the features of his face strong, his cheek 
bones high and prominent, his eye heavy and dull, 
as if his thought and soul had retired to other and 
higher regions, and could not be expressed through 
this common medium. His head is well set with 
hair, and a sufficient portion of it bears the proofs 
of his years. His voice is bad—one of the worst 
for a public speaker! but by his earnestness, by 
the sweat and tug of his efforts in speaking, he 
makes amends for such defect. I had heard it said: 
'■'•Look at Dr. Chalmers when he is preaching, and 
you will think of a blacksmith at his anvil; but 
shut your eyes and hear him, and you will think 
of an archangel.” I will not deny that the Doc­
tor partly represents the blacksmith; but I think 
he can hardly claim to be an angel while in this 
earthly tabernacle. Like the blacksmith at work 
over his furnace heat, the doctor labors apparent­
ly as hard, and the perspiration runs down his face 
in streams. It is this manifest earnestness, in part, 
which kindles sympathy in his hearers; and as to 
his angelic powers his publications may speak. 
They are certainly of a high order—although it 
must be confessed, that one feature of his extra­
ordinary character, as a writer, consists in the ex­
traordinary liberty he takes in coining words and 
constructing anomalous phrases.
I will only add, that Dr. Chalmers’ doctrine for 
religious establishments is all theory against fact; 
and his own words will apply well to himself in 
this particular:
“The self-denial, which is laid upon us by Ba­
con's philosophy, like all other self-denial, wheth­
er in the cause of truth or virtue, hath its reward. 
In giving ourselves up to its guidance, we have 
often to quit the fascinations of beautiful theory. 
But there is a stubbornness in facts, before which 
specious ingenuity is compelled to give way.”
Dr. Chalmers maintains, that Establishments 
may work’well; experience demonstrates, that 
thev do uniformly work badly. He says: their 
fault is in human nature, pot in the institution. 
Enough: human nature cannot endure it.
Yours, truly, --------
Evil tempers are but the symptoms of our spi­
ritual disease; and evil works are but the scales of 
the leper. Hateful as they are, they only indi­
cate that inward, moral leprosy, of original depra­
vations, which have vitiated and corrupted the 
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Episcopal Visitation.
of ,1.0 progress of our Disl.op in hi. present vn.ut.on 
. little more than a week and iiad 
but not yet in an Episcopal
__We have received only partial ac-
lie reached Cleaveland in a 
then preached eleven times,
Church.
At Cleaveland, on Sunday 22d the Bishop preached in the 
morning, and ordained the Rev. S. Davis to the Priesthood.
«■ .____ j „nfl nresented the camlid-





St. Peter’s, Ashtabula -
St. John’s, Stow
St. Paul’s, Steubenville
St. James’, Cross Creek
St. Paul’s, Chillicothe
St. Luke’s, Marietta
St. Philip’s, Circleville «.
Trinity, Columbus
St. Luke’s, Granville
St. Peter’s, Delaware, -•
Grace, Berkshire T





















St. Thomas’, St. Clairsvillc
* Nearly 30 of this number are members of the College.
f Schools in the vicinity containing nearly 800 hundred scholars are conducted and principally' taught by members of the 
Institution. ___ _______________________________ _____ ___ ____
From the above it appears that the number of baptisms re­
ported in 23 parishes is 232. The number of Sunday-school 
Scholars and Catechumens in 19 parishes, 1288. Number of 
Communicants added in 22 parishes, 164—-The whole num­
ber reported in 35 parishes, 1234.
The following named individuals compose the Standing 
Committee for the present year:—Rev. Wm. Sparrow, Wm.
Preston and M. T. C. Wing, and Messrs. E. Alling, D«
Prince and G. P. Williams.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Clerical Changes.—The Rev. G. S. Coit, has been elect­
ed Rector of St. John’s Church, Bridgeport, and has signified 
his acceptance of the appointment.—Episcopal Watchman.
The Rev. Robert B. Croes of Geneseo, N. Y., lias also re­
ceived and accepted an appointment to the Rectorship of St. 
John’s Church, Henrico parish, Richmond, Va.__ib.
We have much pleasure in stating that the Rev. Wm. Lu­
cas has received a unanimous call to the Rectorship of St. 
Peter’s Church in this village, and will enter in a few days 
upon the duties of his appointment—Auburn Gospel Mes.
The Rev. J. M. Forbes, temporarily engaged in St. Luke’s 
Church in New-York, has accepted an invitation to the rec­
torship of St. George’s Church, Flushing. Mr. Forbes will 
assume his new charge soon after the first of October.
[ Churchman.
Gk.ek Mission.—Private letters recently received from 
Mr. Hill, state that there has been some sickness, we should 
suppose of an epidemic character, which has prevailed very 
generally at Athens, and in some instances resulted fatally. 
Mr. Hill and some members of his family had been attacked 
by it, but were recovering.
From one of these letters we are permitted to make the fol­
lowing extract, with respect to the state of the schools.
“ Our schools have increased so much that we have now no 
longer room in the house we occupy for our own family, and 
we have resolved to use the whole house for the schools and 
Remove to another with the family. I think of taking ’ •
ate. Rev. A. Bronson assisted in the Communion, 
afternoon the Bishop Confirmed nineteen.
In the
Ei-iscopal Church in Ohio.—In our notice of tliQ late 
Convention, some facts were given, which served to show the 
present condition and prospects of the Church in this Diocese. 
We have been waiting for the publication of the Journal to 
add such further information as that would furnish. The de­
lay, we are requested to state, has been owing to a disappoint­
ment in procuring suitable paper for it.
We have been furnished by the Secretary with the follow­
ing statistical table. It is defective in many particulars, but 































































30 9 48 6 1 7 3 1 40 A. Sanford
10 17 2 2 2 u <<
6 1 7 2 2 4 20 J Hall
53 18 89 16 4 20 6 3 120 V acant
15 4 4 35 Vacant
45 10 65 17 1 18 5 13 70 I. Morse
50 9 94 9 1 19 2 4 30 <c «
6 53 E. W. Peet
19 22 29 1 40 J. T. Wheat
7 34 4 4 2 4 30 R. V. Rogers
54 13 9 13 160 W. Preston
10 6 Vacant
28 6 51 2 21 107 J. McElroy
16 2 23 1 22 80 M «
12 12 (< <6
50 12 2 16 7 14 GO S. Davis
3 44 1 1 1 40 J. L. Bryan
70 24 12 26 B. P. Aydelotte
38 5 72 17 1 18 7 14 Vacant
7 27 6 2 5 J. P. Bausman
60 ’ 8 22 9 3 12 7 12 40 E. Allen
26 14 20 40 W. Sparrow
32 •101 7 7 3 3 •f-64 Bishop Mcllvaine
20 34 Vacant
20 21 25 C. W. Fitch
6 G. Denison
6 6( ((
21 2 20 9 9 26 M. T. C. Wing
28 15 40 i 5 2 7 3 i 110 A. Guion





A Committee was appointed by the Convention to revise 
the Constitution and Canons of this Diocese, and report at 
the next meeting.
A Constitution was adopted for the formation of a Society 
for the benefit of the widows and children of deceased Cler­
gymen, and a Committee appointed to obtain an act of incor­
poration.
The next Convention is to be held in St. Paul’s Church, 
Chillicothe.
house for six month’s, until that, which Mr. Finlay is build­
ing is finished, and then we can extend the schools over the 
whole house. We have put up a tent in the court, and have 
a school for boys there. Demetrius Pantazis is the teacher, 
and we.have seventy-two boys in it. I have engaged a good 
Hellenic teacher for the girls’ high-school. He is from Inis- 
tra; his name is Kokidis. He also instructs the first class of 
boys in the Helenio school. We have now 300 children under 
our care daily.
“ The Government is doing very well, and is very liberal.” 
It will be seen by our extract from the Missionary Record, 
that the school house which has been commenced for the use 
of the M ission, will probably be completed this fall. The sum 
recived by the Society for Greek buildings is not as yet suffi­
cient to permit the erection of additional buildings for the ac­
commodation of the mission family. The number of subscri- 
hers (or father subscriptions, for many have subscribed twice,) 
to “the plan for accommodating the Mission to Greece with
aS- m g# “• 21G’ This «iws a PW of $2360; 
j.i.IWj is the sum estimated to be necesssary.__Epis. Rec.
The October Sermon—We venture to remind our readers 
of a resolution adopted at the Sunday-school Teachers’ Con­
vention m May last:
THat -a11 lhe ministers °f thc gospel in the U. 
M nn fi ln^St in the C3USC of Sunday-schools, be 
h^th as n’par H ,Sabbath ln October, or some other Sab-
narticuladv affirm m°St convcnient> to P^ach a Sermon 
.1 t H 7 (rcsscd to parents and guardians, urging upon
-operatio’n Al wU
A plain statement of the duty of religious education, of the
aids offered by Sunday-schools, and of the duty of parents, 
not only to encourage them, but to attend to the preparation 
of their children, would do much service in every congrega­
tion. The consideration of the subject would awaken the at­
tention of the preacher, incite his church, promote religion 
among his people, and encourage the teachers.
As ministers may forget the proposal, we would recommend 
that the teachers of every school in the land make a formal 
request of their pastor or their minister for the time being, to 
fix an early day for the purpose. It should he attended to im­
mediately' wherever there are no circumstances (if such can 
exist) to render it inexpedient.—S. S. Jour.
New and Generous Proposal for a Burman Bible— 
The following letter, says the Journal and Telegraph, we have 
received from the worthy pastor of a church in Connecticut, 
whose name it hears. We trust it will meet the countenance 
and pecuniary support of the churches. It is dated
Pomfret, August 31, 1833.
“ I am authorised to say, that a benevolent and responsible 
individual, belonging to the Baptist Church in Pomfret, 
(Conn.) whose income is moderate, but who feels a deep inter­
est in the translation and circulation of the Bible in the Bub- 
man language, will pledge himself to be one of twenty who 
shall pay into the appropriate treasury One Thousand Dollars 
each, for that purpose. Providing, however, that the term 
for raising the aggregate amount, $20,000, be not extended 
beyond October 1st, 1834. As the object is to raise that sum, 
it will not be material that the whole be raised by twenty in­
dividuals. Churches, or other communities, or a combination 
of individuals can aid.” N. Branch.
Neander’s History of the Planting and Progressof the Church 
of Christ during the Apostolic Age.—Vol. 1. Hamb. 1832. 
We have been looking forward to this work with no ordinary 
expectations; and are happy in being able to announce the 
arrival of the first volume. We have looked it over, and find 
our best anticipations realized. The able and excellent au­
thor has for a short time interrupted the course of his great 
work, the History of the Christian Church in general, in or­
der to trace the planting and progress of the church while un­
der the immediate guidance of the Apostles. This is the ob­
ject, and the sole object, ,of the present hook. It commences 
with the outpouring of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost, 
and the first Volume terminates with the martyrdom of Paul; 
embracing in fact a running commentary upon the book of 
Acts and the Epistles. The author takes up, of course, aft 
the questions which have been raised respecting the primitive 
church,—its constitution; the various classes of teachers and 
the special gifts bestowed on them; the founding of the church 
in Palestine and its extension among the heathen; the life, 
character, and travels of Paul; the order and time of the 
Epistles, and the circumstances under which they were called 
forth, etc. Indeed, we regard the work as one of the most 
important and timely, which has appeared for a long time. 
It is popular in its form, while it is yet sufficiently scientific 
to satisfy the wants of the great body of biblical students.
The work has its basis in a course of \eetures which the au­
thor has been accustomed to deliver in the University of Ber­
lin. We learn that Prof. Robinson of Andover, who for­
merly attended these lectures, is engaged in translating this 
first volume; so that it may be put to press as soon as the se­
cond volume shall be received. It is hoped that the whole 
work may be given to the American public in the course of 
the coming winter or spring.
gjg’ We are indebted for the above to a correspondent. A 
literary announcement more gratifying to students of the Bi­
ble and of ecclesiastical history can hardly be thought of— 
Boston Recorder.
Liberia.—Liberia papers to the 15th of July, received at 
this office, announce the arrival at Monrovia on the 12th of 
July of the brig Ajax, Capt. Taylor, from New-Orleans in 
50 days with 140 emigrants. She sailed from Monrovia on 
the 14th, with 40 emigrants and provisions, for Grand Bassa.
On the 27th of June the brig American arrived at Monro­
via from Philadelphia with six emigrants.
The Liberia Herald mentions the death of King Tom Bas­
sa of Little Bassa, and expresses the fear that from the many 
candidates for his seat, the Little Bassa country, upon which 
the colonists depend chiefly for the article of camwood, would 
become the scene of civil commotions.
We copy from the Herald the following information res­
pecting the Grand Bassa settlement. It is gratifying to find 
that the establishment of a Christian colony on this coast has 
already had the influence of destroying some of the bloody and 
debasing superstitions of the natives.
“ The present number of settlers amounts to about 175, and 
many of the first 33, who were the pioneers about 10 months 
, since, are now settled on their own town lots. The town is 
laid out on a tongue of land, on the little Bassa side of the 
St. John’s River, and presents a fine appearance from the 
ocean. It is within a short distance of the native town of 
our friend “ Bob Gray of Grand Bassa,” who considers him­
self highly honored in having Americans so near him, and 
renders himself “troublesome a plenty” as the natives say, to 
those in authority, from his daily visits.
Between the two towns, is the ancient Devil Bush of the 
Grand Bassa people, which they have reserved in their sale of 
lands to us. It is not used now, and is reverenced by the Da­
tives only for what it has been, as our friend Bob Gray will 
at any time, sell to any of our settlers there, any particular 
tree he may stand in need of, for one Bar.
It is evident to the most casual observer, that the natives in 
the vicinity of our settlements, are gradually becoming more 
enlightened, and consequently less observant of their supersti­
tious notions and idolatry. Such is the case of our friend Boh 
Gray, who speaks as lightly of the sanctity of the devil’s bush 
as we would, and considers it as a mere humbug for the more.
ip.iorant and superstitious. It is pleasing to reflect that the 
/.pot, near which the nameless bloody rites of Moloch have 
been perpetrated for centuries, is soon to be the site ot a mis­
sion house, which is now erecting by the direction of Rev. 
Mr. Cox, missionary from the U. S.
The St, John’s river is the boundary line between Little 
and Grand Bassa, and is navigable for small vessels about six 
miles—perhaps more. There are three branches, viz. Main 
Branch, in which are Factory Island, and three small islands 
running N. E.; Benson’s Branch, which has a S. S. E. di­
rection; and Mechlin’s Branch, which runs nearly in a N. W. 
direction towards Bullom Town. It is a noble river, and 
during the rains a great body of water must descend to the 
ocean from the highlands and mountains in the interior. 
There is about 12 feet of water on the bar at the river’s 
mouth. Its banks are well stocked with timber, and free 
from Mangroves, we believe; and its waters well filled with 
fish of various kinds, and oysters. Black perch have been 
taken there as heavy as 20 pounds.”—N. Y. Observer.
GENERAL SUMMARY.
LITERARY.
liristol Collegiate Institution.—This Institution will be open­
ed for the admission of Students, on Wednesday, the 2d day 
of October next. Candidates for admission to the Freshman 
and Sophomore Classes, are expected to present themselves for 
examination, on Tuesday, the 1st of October.
The following gentlemen have been appointed to constitute 
the Faculty at the opening of the Institution.
Rev. Chauncey Colton, A. M., President.
Rev. Caleb I. Goon, A. B., Professor of the Latin and 
Greek Languages.
Lt. Hackley, (late Assistant Professor of Mathematics at 
West Point, and now of the New York University,) Professor 
of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.
George W. Coale, A. B., (of the General Theological 
Seminary New York,) Tutor.
Chester Newell, A. B., (of the Theological Seminary 
of Virginia) Teacher in the Latin and Greek Classics.
James C. Hulme, A. B., (Graduate of the University of 
Pennsylvania,) Teacher in the Latin and Greek Classics.
The Institution being near Philadelphia, Dr. Pattison, 
Professor of Anatomy in Jefferson Medical College, has vol­
unteered to deliver, in the summer, a Course of Lectures on 
Anatomy and Physiology, as illustrative of Natural Theolo­
gy.—Episcopal Recorder.
Amherst College.—I send you the statistics of the Commence­
ment here. The day was uncommonly fine. Mr. Everett’s 
oration was long, but very rich in historical illustrations. His 
subject was, the Progress of Society. The Commencement 
exercises evidently gave great satisfaction to the numerous and 
very respectable assembly. Forty-eight new members of Col­
lege have already been admitted. This is the largest number 
ever admitted at Commencement. Should there he the usual 
increase at the close of the vacation, Amherst will have a 
Freshman class of eighty or ninety. The prospect certainly 
is, that the class will be larger than ever entered before.
On Tuesday, P. M., August 27, an oration was delivered 
by the Hon. Alexander II. Everett, before the Athenian and 
Alexandrian Societies.
In the evening there was public declamation by 8 members 
of the Sophomore Class.
The degree of A. M. was conferred on Abjah R. Baker, 
George Eastman, Horatio B. Hackett, Israel Hills, Joseph 
W. Jenks, James L. Merrick, Benjamin Schneider, and Wm. 
S. Tyler; also upon Franklin Ripley, Esq., alumnus of Dart­
mouth College, and Rev. William Tobey, Alumnus of Union 
College.
The honorary degree of A. M. was conferred upon Henry 
Chapman, Esq. and Rev. George C. Shepard.
The degree of D. D. was conferred on Henry Mills, of 
Auburn Theological Seminary, and Rev. James Marsh, Pre­
sident of the University of Vermont—Recorder.
Brown University.—.The Commencement at this Universi­
ty took place on Wednesday last; when the degree of A. B. 
was conferred on twenty young gentlemen, and that of A. M. 
on five. The honorary degree of D. D. was conferred on 
Rev. William B. Johnson of Edgefield, S. C., and that of 
Doctor of Laws on Governor Marcy of New York, and Prof. 
Farrar of Harvard University. A discourse was delivered 
before the Phi Beta Kappa Society by Virgil Maxey of Wash­
ington, the literary portion of which is commended, while the 
attempt of the orator to inculcate the Anti-Tariff doctrine is 
censured in the Providence papers.
The Commencement at Bowdoin College also took place 
on Wednesday. The graduating class consisted of 27. Pre­
sident Allen officiated, and was to deliver the oration before 
the Phi Beta Kappa Society on the following day. On the 
day preceding Commencement, an oration was delivered before 
a Literary Society by Dr. S. G. Howe of this city.—Boston 
Daily Advertiser.
Dartmouth College__ The following appointments have re­
cently been made:—Rev. George Bush, New-York, Profes­
sor of Theology; Mr. Alpheus Crosky, A. M. Professor of 
Latin and Greek Languages and Literature, vice Rev. Calvin 
E. Stowe, resigned; Mr. Ira Young, A. M„ Professor of 
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, vice Professor Adams 
resigned. Mr. Adams has been continued by the Trustees as 
Profersor Emeritus—Vt. Chron.
Andover Theological Seminary.—Wednesday of last week 
was the anniversary of this Seminary. On Tuesday after­
noon, the Rev. Mr. Barnes of Philadelphia, delivered an ad­
dress before the Porter Rhetorical Society, and in the evening 
Mr. Dana of the senior class, delivered an address before the 
Society of Inquiry. On Wednesday evening Rev. Mr. Dim- 
mick of Newburyport delivered a sermon before the alumni. 
N. Y. Obe.
observer.
We regret to state that letters were received in this city on 
Wednesday, announcing the death of Rev. President Storrs, 
of Hudson College, Ohio. He was classmate at the Ando­
ver Theological Seminary with the Rev. Mr. Brown, whose 
death we also announce in this paper.-—2Y. Y. Obs.
We learn that Rev. John Wheeler has been unanimously 
elected President of the University of Vermont, at Burling­
ton.—b.
More Emigrants Offered.—A letter from a very respectable 
colored man in Savannah, states that there are upwards of 
eighty free people in that city ready and anxious to em­
bark for Liberia; nearly all of whom are members of the 
Temperance Society; twenty-three of them professors of re­
ligion, and several of them excellent mechanics. Such a com­
pany would be a most valuable accession to the colony, and 
we are glad to hear that an effort is likely to be made in Bos­
ton to provide the funds necessary for their removal to Af­
rica.
We understand, also, that the Rev. John Stockdelle, of 
Madison county, Virginia, lately deceased, bequeathed free ­
dom to more than thirty slaves, and made provision, by his 
will, for defraying the entire expense of their removal to Li­
beria.
Bake Erie Grand Steam Boat.—A floating palace came into 
our harbor yesterday, bearing the imposing title of “George 
Washington,” built at Huron, Ohio, under the direction of 
her commander, Capt. A. Walker, and owned by the Huron 
Steamboat Company. She is 186 feet in length, with breadth 
of hull 80 feet, guards not included, hold 12 feet, and of 606 
tonage, decks flush, and the promenade deck splendidly ar­
ranged. She has on deck six state rooms of two and three 
berths each, admirably arranged for families, through the ave­
nues to an elegantly constructed staircase, and descent to the 
ladies cabin, composed of 28 berths, supporting the deck by 
finely turned columns, and furnished with a style more rich, 
and with better taste than any boat we ever saw on the Hud­
son. Thence to the grand cabin, or rather grand saloon, done 
off in the same manner, and from which you communicate 
with the deck, larboard or starboard, by winding stair cases— 
her height to first deck being 10 feet, and from first to second 
the same. She has two low pressure horizontal engines, of 
100 horse power each, and is ship rigged, with tops and stand­
ing top gallant yards. Cost $75,000. In her steerage or for­
ward cabin, are 40 berths, well furnished, a bar, steward, and 
table, and three different prices of passages are named—cabin, 
steerage, and deck. Whole number of berths, 166.—Buffa- 
loe Journal.
China Ware__ There is in the city of Philadelphia an es­
tablishment called the Porcelain Manufactory of China. A 
traveller who lately visited it says:—“the China Ware here 
manufactured, is said to exceed in beauty, strength and dura­
bility, any imported; and 1 believe it to he a fact. It is made 
to any pattern; and the proprietor frequently receives orders 
for breakfast, dinner and tea-sets. Tliey also make pitchers, 
urns, flower-pots, butter coolers, &c. to order. They have 
some of the handsomest, now made, that I ever have seen.— 
No person can go through, and see the whole operation of this 
manufactory without being astonished. The painting and 
gilding is admirably well done, as well as every other part of 
the workmanship. I think, when this manufactory becomes 
more generally known, all our most respectable citizens will 
feel a national pride, in furnishing their houses with breakfast, 
dinner and tea-sets, from this enterprise of their own beloved 
country; as it is the only one of the kind in tlic United States,
1 hope it will meet with ample encouragement. If you should 
ever come to Philadelphia, don’t fail to visit it. It is situated 
about two squares west of the New Mint, Chesnut-sUeet.— 
Vermont Chronicle.
Eclipse in 1834_ -There are to be three visible eclipses in
1834__two of the Moon, and one of the Sun. The last, in
some parts of the United States, will be total, and will occur 
on Sunday, Nov. 30th, in the afternoon, and will be visible. 
The greatest obscuration will occur at twenty-six minutes past
2 o’clock. It will be total at Charleston, S. C., and along 
the path of the penumbra’s centre, for more than two mi­
nutes.
Col. Hasket, the abstemious pedestrian (says thejSalem Re­
gister,) has finished his undertaking of walking two thousand 
miles in seventy days on bread and water. He lias, it is stated, 
exceeded the distance by four hundred miles, and gained in 
weight 2| lbs. He will return to South Carolina on his ab­
stemious diet, travelling on foot. He is in perfect health and 
good spirits, and presents a living example of temperance.
foreign.
By an arrival at this port, says the New York Observer, 
London and Paris papers have been received to the 12th of 
August.
There have been sesious disturbances in the cantons of Sch- 
weitz and Basle, in Switzerland, and in a conflict near Basle 
between the citizens and the country-people several hundred 
persons lost their lives. There were rumors that Austria in­
tended to interfere in the affairs of Switzerland, and in some 
quarters it is even suggested that the disturbances were made 
at her instigation for the purpose of affording her a plausible 
pretence for interference.
The governments of France and England seem to be un­
willing to recognize Donna Maria, until Don Pedro has re­
linquished his pretensions to the Regency of Portugal. The 
request of the French and English governments, that Don 
Pedro • should relinquish his pretensions to the Regency, 
had been communicated to his diplomatic agents in London 
and Paris; the reason assigned for it is, that some of the sove-
, ------— ... u/uvi u, maxe a
final arrangement of the affairs of Portugal, would not be in­
duced to admit the claims of the ex-Emperor to the Regency. 
Some suspicion of the designs of this personage is expressed 
in the English papers, owing to the despotic nature of his 
government at Oporto and Terceira.
1 he English Bank Charter Bill had passed through the 
Committee of the House of Commons, with considerable mo­
difications and amendments.
We learn, says Galignani’s Messenger, that Don Miguel’s 
Consul at Bayonne has declared his allegiance to Donna Ma­
ria.
I reparations were making at Paris for the departure of- 
Donna Maria for Portugal. It was not known certainly 
where Miguel was, or where he would take refuge.
The eldest son of Admiral Napier received five severe 
wounds in the battle of St. Vincent. He was the first person 
who boarded the enemy.
The income of Lord Francis I. Gower, who has just suc­
ceeded to the property of the Duke of Sutherland, is .£90,000 
—$430,000 a year.
Accounts from Brazil state that the friends of Don Pedro 
are forming a strong party in favor of his return to that coun­
try and resumption of power.
It appears very possible that the crisis of the affairs of Por­
tugal may speedily he followed by some not unimportant'chan- 
ges in Spain. Ferdinand is again indisposed, but whether his 
illness is dangerous is not known.
Africa—Fate of Dr. Dixon the African Traveller__ The
London Morning Herald of August 8th, has the following 
extract of a letter dated Cape Coast Castle, 28th April, 1833, 
giving a satisfactory account of the fate of Dr. Dixon the 
traveller, and companion of Clappei ton.—IV. Y. Obs.
“ I fear I have been guilty of great neglect in not sooner 
communicating to you the result of my inquiries respecting 
Dr. Dixon. These particulars I shall, however, now briefly 
recapitulate to you, that you may be able to answer any in­
quiries on the subject: on their correctness I believe you may 
perfectly rely.
“His Majesty’s ship Brazen, having Captain Clapperton 
and the expedition on board, on her voyage down the coast to 
Bagadry, (from whence it was intended the expedition should 
start,) touched at Whydan, a small town on the Dahomey 
coast. Here the gentlemen of the expedition landed, and 
were hospitably entertained by a Senhor de Souza, the most 
notorious and extensive slave dealer on the coast of Africa. 
While here, Dr. Dixon expressed a strong desire to penetrate 
into the interior through Dahomey, so as to rejoin Capt. Clap­
perton and his companions at Katunga, or, as it is called on 
the coast. Eyeo. M. de Souza readily offered his services, 
and actually accompanied the Doctor to the Court of Daho­
mey, at an immense expense to himseffy'Sbeing obliged, when 
visiting the King, to make him large and ^valuable presents. 
Dr. D. was well received by the King, who swore not only 
to protect him while passing through his own dominions, but 
to use his power and influence to procure for him similar favor 
and protection from those chiefs through whose dominions he 
must needs pass. The Doctor accordingly left Dahomey, 
well escorted, and the King, or Chief, into whose country he 
was about to enter, having also sworn to afford him every pro-', 
tection and assistance, he had every prospect of being able to 
reach Katunga long before Capt. Clapperton. There it was, 
however, that his ignorance of the customs of the country, 
and impatience or irritability of temper, cost him his life. 
When approaching the principal town, the King, attended by 
his sons and chiefs, came out, as is customary, to meet him; 
and the King desired his eldest son to swear fidelity to the 
stranger, after the fashion of the country. You will, perhaps, 
recollect that this is done in this part of Africa by the party 
drawing a sword, or kind of sabre (more like a bill-hook than 
any thing else,) and making a long harangue, using all the 
while the most violent and angry like gestures, and pushing 
the point of the sword almost down the throat of the party in 
whose favor the oath is taken: in fact they show their dexteri­
ty by cutting close to the face without actually touching it. 
Doctor Dixon unfortunately misunderstood the meaning and 
nature of the whole ceremony, and conceiving, from the ges­
tures and appearance of the King’s son, that he meant to kill 
him, drew his sword and plunged it into his body. Instantly 
all was uproar, and the Doctor would, of course, have been 
sacrificed ou the spot, had not the King interfered, and order­
ed him to be guarded into the town, .declaring that he could 
not break his oath, even althongh his own son had been stab­
bed;__it was, besides, against the “ Fettish” of that country to,
shed blood in the King’s presence. Dr. D. was ordered to 
leave the country the next morning, and with an escort from 
the King, proceeded on his journey accordingly. The in­
stant, however, that he had passed the boundaries of the King’s 
dominions (when, according to their ideas, the King’s oath 
was no longer binding,) his escort fell upon him and murdered 
him.
“ This I have reason to know is a true and correct account 
of Dr. Dixon’s lamentable fate.”
Latest from France and England.—A second edition of the 
New-York Daily Advertiser, of Saturday last, furnishes the 
following notice of a late arrival from Europe :—
By express across Long Island we have received the news by 
ship Poland, Capt. Richardson, from Havre—she sailed on 
the 17th of August. We are indebted to a passenger for 
papers of 16th, and a file of London to the 14th August, in­
clusive.
From Havre papers of 16th.—I he Government of Don 
Miguel has fixed itself at Leira, between Lisbon and Oporto, 
and had made no movement since Don Pedro entered Lisbon.
Up to the 28th, Villa Flor had made no further movements; 
he Is watching the army of Miguel concentrated at Torres 
Vedras, and occupy all the shore north of Lisbon, and com ­
municating with the troops besieging Oporto*
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From the Episcopal Watchman. 
SAILOR’S HYMN.
When the parting bosom bleeds,
When our native shore recedes.
When the wind and faithless main
Takes us to her trust again,
Father!—view a Sailor’s woe,
Guide us, whereso’er we go.
When the lonely watch we keep,
Silent on the mighty deep,
While the boisterous surges hoarse,
Bear us darkly on our course,
Eve, that never slumbers!—shed
Holy influence on our head.
When the Sabbath’s peaceful ray
O’er the ocean’s breast doth play,
Though no throngs assemble there,
No sweet church-hell warns to prayer,
Sri hit!—let thy presence be,
Sabbath to the unresting sea.
When the raging billows dark,
Thundering toss the threaten’d bark,
Thou,—whose footsteps on the wave 
Hid the weak disciple save,
Thou,—who hear’st us when we pray,—
Jesus!—Saviour!—be our stay.
When in foreign ports we roam,
Fur from kindred, and from home,
Stranger-eyes our conduct viewing,
Heathen-bands our steps pursuing,
May our conversation be,
Fitting those who follow Thee.
Should pale Heath, with arrow dread,
Mukc the ocean-caves our bed,
Though no eye of love might see 
Where that shrouded grave shall be,
Christ! who hear’st the surges roll,
Thou can’st save the Sailor’s soul.
L. H. S.
MISCELLANY.
Natuml Curiosity__ In the township of Clinton, district
of Niagara, is perhaps, one of the most curious caves io Ame­
rica. It is situated about two miles from the main road from 
Niagara to Hamilton, a little above the base of a mountain. 
The scenery near SJie cave, is singularly romantic, and aside 
from the eave, would richly repay the admirer of nature’s worn- 
dvrs for the pains of a visit. From the circumstance of the 
cave containing ice always during summer, it is called Ice 
spring.
Having twice visited the spring during the greatest heat of 
summer, which is the only time the ice accumulates, I will 
endeavor to describe the place, although my pen will command 
but an imperfect sketch.
The entrance of the cave is under an immense rock, appa­
rently solid; its depth or distance to the extremity is about 
25 feet; the sides are of hugely solid rocks, extending into 
the mountain, some of which lie partly above the surface. 
The water which congeals into ice oozes out of the rock that 
hangs over the cave; it hangs in icicles, above, and maybe 
found on the bottom frozen in cakes. A sudden transition 
from an atmosphere where the thermometer will rise 90, to a 
region where it will fall several degrees below zero, on enter­
ing the cave in summer, renders great caution necessary to 
visitors, who should never enter in a state of perspiration, nor 
remain too long. Near the cave are great numbers of rocks, 
apparently solid, and of the largest size that 1 ever have seen, 
lying above the ground; they all have the appearance of hav­
ing been thrown out by some great convulsion of nature. 
The wild aspect of these rocks, softened by a festoon of ivy 
and other beautiful vines, and the corresponding grandeur and 
rarity of all surrounding objects, renders the scene highly pic­
turesque.
f requent calls, through the public press, have been mad 
upon the scientific, to account for the ice appearing only ii 
the hottest weather, and dissolving as soon as the weather grow 
cool; but none, I believe, have yet risked a public explanatio, 
of the cause of so singular a phenomenon. I may, therefor 
hazard my opinion at some future time, though I am far fron 
making scientific pretensions. I Onlv hope to be the mean 
of exciting some of our physiologists to the elucidation of 
subject, which to thousands who never saw the cave, may seen 
incredible, and perhaps to all who have, an insolvable mystery 
There are many places in America where ice and snow remail 
during summer; but it is believed that this spring is the onl 
one that apparently acts directly contrary to the seasons c 
freezing and thawing, and which remains to be accounted fo 
upon principles satisfactory to the enquiring mind. — Cana 
fin paper.
Gold in Virginia.—The discovery of gold mines o 
in Virginia, and other southern States, is by no means 
late. Ore has been found in many places where it w 
expected, and the proprietor* of the lands have conse 
become suddenly and unexpectedly enriched. A corr 
ent of the Richmond Enquirer, notices two valuable 
lately discovered on a branch of North Anna River 
of them is owned by the Rev. Mr. Tinder, a worthy i 
•f the Baptist Church; and the other by Mr. Willian 
ton, an exemplary old man, who has hitherto main! 
very large family, by the labor of his own hands, at hi 
From Mr. Tinder’, mine, (where “surface gold' al
gambier observer.
been sought for,) nearly $300 have been obtained at a single 
washing. But the extraordinary drought which has prevailed 
there for two months past, has put a temporary stop to their 
washings.— Mr. Walton's mine is said to be uncommonly rich, 
and promises to supply great quantities of the precious metal. 
Mr. W. is so upright, straight forward and correct, and with­
al so benevolent, that all who know him, either personally or 
by character, appear to rejoice at his good fortune. When 
asked by an acquaintance whether such a large and sudden ad­
dition to his fortune would not spoil him? He promptly an­
swered, No: I have no fears for myself; all my apprehensions 
are for my children. Wealth may corrupt and make block­
heads of them; but I am too old to be changed by it.” The 
following anecdote is so characteristic of Mr. Walton, that 1 
cannot refrain from recording it. Just at the moment when 
the miners had ascertained that the ore from bis land was 
richer than any they had ever seen, (a single lump of small 
size having been pronounced to be worth $30,) Mr. Walton, 
who was a spectator of their operations, suddenly exclaimed, 
“I must leave you; I have promised to point a plough-hoe,
for neighbor A., and cannot think of disappointing him.”__
So off he accordingly went, and pointed the plough hoe.__U.
The Senses Fallible Witnesses.—When we bathe in the 
sea, or in a cold bath, we are accustomed to consider the water 
as colder than the air, and the air colder than the clothes which 
surround us. Now all these objects are, in fact, at the same 
temperature. A linen shirt, when first put on, will feel colder 
than a cotton one, and a flannel shirt will actually feel warm; 
yet all these have the same temperature. The sheets of the 
bed feel cold, and the blankets warm; the blankets and sheets, 
however, are equally warm. A still, calm atmosphere in sum­
mer, feels warm; hut if a wind arises the same atmosphere 
feels cool. Now, a thermomelcr suspended under shelter, and 
in a calm place, will indicate exactly the same temperature as 
a thermometer on which the winds blow.
Great Russian Cathedral.—The Church of St. Isaac, j 
at St. Petersburg!!, though still unfinished, already attracts 
universal admiration. Mr. Montferand, the architect, dis­
burses annually a million of rubles for the work which is done 
upon it. The church forms a square, accompanied on each 
side by a lateral vault, and surmounted by a dome which co­
vers the whole building. This is supported by columns of co­
lossal size, behind which the windows admit the light. The 
vault will have the form of St. Peter’s church at Rome. 
Each side has a colonade, each pillar consisting of a single 
block of granite. These columns are without any parallel in 
Europe. They are fifty-six feet high, and twenty-three in cir­
cumference and consequently surpass those of the church of 
St. Paul and of the Pantheon at Rome, which are only thirty- 
eight feet high, and fourteen in circumference. It is said that 
this edifice, when completed will be one of the chief wonders 
of modern architecture.—Presbyterian.
Extraordinary Expedition.—A late Liverpool paper says 
that a merchant of Manchester wanted 1500 pieces of printed 
calico of a particular description, printed in three colors, to 
send oir the next day to America; not finding them at any 
of the ware-houses, he went to Narpur Ley, to Mr. Lockett’s 
who had nothing printed of the kind wanted; this was at five 
in the evening, and it was necessary to have the goods in 
Manchester the next day before one to go by the railroad to 
Liverpool. Mr. Alsop, who is at the head of M. Lockett’s 
establishment, said he was willing to undertake the order at 
his own risk; he did so; the pieces were printed in three co­
lors, dried, glazed, packed, and sent oft' to Manchester by 12 
o’clock; they reached Liverpool at 4, were put on board, and 
the vessel sailed at 5—just twenty-four hours after the order 
was given!
77ic Mysterious Vault of Barbadoes—There is a vault in 
Barbadoes in which no one now has courage enough to deposit 
the dead. In 1607 the first coffin was placed in it, and since 
that period, in 1808, 1812, 1816, and 1819 several others have 
been placed there. At each time, however, notwithstanding 
every precaution to prevent its recurrence, the coffins have 
been found thrown out of place in the utmost confusion. 
The door of the vault requires the effort of six men to open 
it, and yet this invariable result has been witnessed. There 
is no secret passage to the vault, nor is there any possible way 
of explaining the mystery.
~ It is stated in the Otsego Republican, that there is yet liv­
ing, in that county, one of the gallant band wlio threw the 
cargo of British tea overboard, in Boston Harbor, sixty years 
ago. His name is George R. T. Hewes. He was born in 
Boston, in the year 1734, and is consequently ninety-nine 
years of age. He is believed to be the only surviving mem­
ber of the memorable tea-party referred to.
If men did but know what felicity dwells in the cottage of 
n virtuous man—how sound be sleeps, how quiet liis breast, 
how composed his mind, how free from care, how easy his pro­
vision, how healthy l,js morning, how sober his night, how 
moist his mouth, how joyful his heart—they would never ad­
mire the noises, the diseases, the throng of passions, and the 
violence of unnatural appetites, that fill the houses of the lux­
urious, and the hearts of the ambitious.—Jeremy Taylor.
Fluent Orators__ It was a notion of Dean Swift’s that
? man with a multitude of ideas, could never speak well, whilst 
one with a limited number could address an audience without 
interruption. Ideas, he used pleasantly to say, were like a 
congregation in a church, the thinner they were, the less diffi­
culty there was in emptying the church.
Tin Roofs for Houses.—Until the present year, veryfi^ 
houses in this city were covered with tin. The number of 
roofs which have been covered with tin the present season, is 
estimated by good judges at not less than three hundred; and 
ib is calculated that two hundred more will be covered with 
the same material before the close of the year.—On inquiry 
we learn that tin, now that the fifteen per cent duty is remov­
ed, is on the whole a cheaper covering than slate. The cost 
of the article itself is about the same. But where tin is used 
much less timber and labor are required in the construction 
of the roofs. In this consists, the saving. The tinned, roofs 
are in general almost flat, having a p’. "h of only one to one 
and a half inches to a foot. We cannot . ay that we like the 
looks of them so well as the steep roo . but for all practical 
purposes they are just as good. For t rability, the advan­
tage is undoubtedly in favor of tin. Tne plates are also less 
liable to get out of place, or be blown off" by wind.—Philadel­
phia paper.
Gama Grass.—We have observed in several papers notices 
of this grass. The accounts of its wonderful prolific qualities 
are such as to stagger belief. It is said to be indigenous in 
the southern states, in the neighborhood of the sea, and in the 
western prairies. The first notice of it appeared in the 13th 
volume of the American Farmer. Experiments upon it have 
been made by gentlemen of Missouri, Alabama, and North 
and South Carolina. The united testimony of these persons 
is that it produces on the light sandy pine lands of the south, 
on an acre, at the rate of between twenty and thirty tons of 
cured hay per year; that stock of all kinds eat it greedily) 
that in that latitude it may be cut on the 1st of May, and 
every thirty days after till frost. The mode recommended 
for its culture, is, to sow it in drills three feet apart, and two 
feet between each root in the drill. It is uncertain whether 
it would succeed in this latitude, but if it yields such astonish­
ing burthens as has been represented, it would he well worth 
the experiment, even should it be attended with some trouble 
and cost.—Detroit Journal.
Cut Flowers.—To more conveniently enjoy the sight of 
flowers, they are often plucked and placed in jars of water in 
the dwelling. By changing the water, or adding alkalies 
every day, they may be perpetuated without fading for many 
days, even to the period of falling from the parent stem. 
Lime, magnesia, or soda, may be used in moderate quantities, 
such as to give natural sustenance to the detached shoots ,in 
preservation. They may be made a luxuriant and appropri­
ate ornament to the drawing room or parlor, and in the more 
humble dwelling of the laborer, bow cheerful appears the 
white-washed room and broad fire-place.—Elinus.
Cast Metal Pianos__ In Paris, pianos have been con­
structed, the frame work of which is formed of cast iron. 
These instruments have been brought to such perfection, by 
M. M. Pleyel & Co. that not only do they rival, but, in ma­
ny particulars, surpass the best English instruments. The 
solidity of the frame work is so great, that they seldom get 
out of tune; and the sound board, relieved from those enor­
mous pieces of wood with which it was formerly cumbered, 
in order to resist the strain, possesses much more elasticity, 
and seconds the vibration of the strings much better. The 
tone of these instruments is wonderful, both in power and 
mellowness: and the mechanism is so perfect, that it admits 
of the most delicate as well as of the strongest touch.
Death of tiie Ante-Diluvian Frog.—This extraordina­
ry creature, which was discovered, our readers will remember, 
some months ago embedded in a solid block of mill-stone gut, 
on Stainmoor, died a few days since, at Stambrough. Mr. 
Rurnney, in whose possession it has been since its discovery, has 
had it preserved as a great natural curiosity—Carlisle (Eng.) 
Patriot. * ***
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